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Lineup

- Consistent lineup of core players
- Mixture of experience
- Target man up front

- Baku able to player right back and able to rotate with
Mbabu

- Arnold can cover as a centre back when needed
- Quick, physical team who are good in transitions

Previous Lineups
Vs Gladbach 14/02/21 Vs Augsburg 06/02/21
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Player Age 
Position

Height Foot

Notes

Casteels 28 GK
197cm
Left

Tall, made some key low saves but wasn’t 
massively tested

Otavio 26 LB
173cm
Left

Good under pressure, carried at times, good pace 
and end to end

Brooks 28 CB
193cm
Right

Strong in the air, assertive. Pressed up and 
wide often

Lacroix 20 CB
190cm
Right

Good in the air, very good recovery defender, 
good on the ball

Mbabu 25 RB
184cm
Right

Confident on the ball, good pace, good crossing 
and forward runs

Arnold 26 CM
184cm
Right

Dropped into back three, could cover for CBs. 
Solid on the ball, physical

Schlager 23 CM
174cm
Left

Great in transitions, excellent work rate, good 
one touch play

Baku 22 RW
176cm
Right

Quick, good in transition, able to drive with 
the ball

Gelhardt 26 AM
184cm

Ran off the ST well, hard working, smart 
movement

Steffen 29 LW
170cm

Quick good crosser, intense presser

Weghorst 28 ST
197cm

Smart movement, big target man but technical and 
good presser

Subs came on late and had very few touches each.



In Possession
Buildup Play and GK Distribution

- Wolfsburg tended to play short from goal kicks
- Bielefeld didn’t didn’t press high, so they progressed to the 

midfield third easily
- They were patient with their buildup, with centre backs sat deep

- They wanted to draw the press and then would look to play directly, 
and later in the game looked to play through it

- They often built with a three with Arnold and occasionally Schlager 
dropping deep

- If they played on the ground, they used the wide areas, rarely going 
through the middle

- Wolfsburg wanted were patient and wanted to disorganise the defence before 
attacking quickly

- Would often look for up-back-through combinations from CB ->W -> FB -> ST

- Once 2+ goals up, they were more patient and wanted to keep possession. They 
looked to play through midfield more and played a lot of 1 or 2 touch going 

down the wings with a CM supporting from inside

Example of using deep CBs and trying to draw out the press. Spreading 
the opposition vertically and lefts spaces and improved their chances of 

winning the second ball



Example of shape off a goal kick

Example of building with a back three patiently

Example of the rhombus shape often used
CB-CM-FB in diagonal lines, RW narrow



In Possession
Attacking Half

- Would look to play as quickly and directly as possible 
in the opposition half

- Weghorst, Baku and Gelhardt led the counters centrally, 
if they couldn’t go through on goal, they’d look to 

spread it wide and find quick crosses into the box from 
Steffen or a full back

- The full backs would push high when needed, 
particularly Mbabu

- Arnold and Schlager sat off for 2nd balls and to
recover, often with one FB in line with them

- Want to get the ball into the box as quickly as 
possible and not allow the defence to organise

- Played high risk, high reward passes, always going
forward



Out of Possession
Defensive Shape + Pressing

- Wolfsburg were 4-4-2 out of possession
- They sat in a mid-block and waited for pressing 

triggers
- They’d have the ST and AM on either side of the 

opposition DM. If they were higher up, a CM would come 
out of the line, creating a midfield diamond

- They were patient and their aim to was force the 
opposition to play backwards or long

- Focused on not allowing progression through the middle 
third

- They pressed high usually triggered by backwards passes
or passes to a fullback not in much space and then were 
happy to commit numbers forward and press intensely

Shape against goal kick



Out of Possession
Transitions + Counter Press

- In possession they were set up with a 2-3 at the base 
of the attack read to defend counter attacks

- They overloaded wide areas and played very narrowly,
backing their players to excel in tight spaces, as seen 

below
- Once possession was lost, they were very quick to react 

and win it back with the counter press, swarming the 
ball

- If they couldn’t win it directly, rushing the
opposition and forcing quick decisions and mistakes to 

then regain possession
- Were happy to foul when defending counters when 

necessary but did it subtly and didn’t get unnecessary 
yellow cards



Out of Possession
Defending Throw Ins

- Wolfsburg made it very difficult to retain 
possession after throw ins

- They committed a lot of numbers with the whole 
team in one third of the pitch vertically

- Once won, they’d send the ball wide into space 
for a full back to run onto and begin a quick 

attack



Summary

Strengths
- Game control

- Counter pressing
- Counter attacking

- Defending on the recovery

Weaknesses
- Could be exploited by

switched of play
- Set Piece Defence

- Bielefeld's only open 
play chances came on the 

counter

Style and Game Plan
- Patient buildup
- Controlling tempo

- Direct play
- Creating high tempo from any situation

- Limit opposition
- Counter press, high press at times

Players
Best – Weghorst, Schlager, Baku

Worst – Otavio
Aerially

Best – Weghorst, Brooks, Lacroix
Worst – Otavio, Steffen, Schlager

Physically
Best – Weghorst, Brooks, Lacroix
Worst – Steffen, Otavio, Mbabu

Pace
Best – Steffen, Lacroix, Baku

Worst – Arnold, Brooks, Gelhardt


